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Revamped Website! 
We are excited to have you visit our revamped website. All 

of Dr Singh’s comprehensive set of articles are grouped into 

4 sections on the front page.   

Heart Conditions and Symptoms, Comprehensive Heart 

Testing, Diet and Lifestyle and Heart Medications.  

In addition, the site offers office location directions, contact 

information, staff profiles, appointment bookings, research 

program updates and the ability to download forms that can 

save you time by filling in advance. 

Dr Singh’s latest article emphasizes the need to get fully 

vaccinated against COVID-19 . We are seeing some vaccine 

hesitancy which will sadly delay normalization of life and 

bring unnecessary harm to many others.  

    

 

Good-Bye to the Donut Hole? 

….not quite but somewhat 

better ! 

As all Medicare patients know 

drug costs can be very expensive. 

Changes this year are designed 

to eliminate the donut hole. After 

meeting the annual $445 

deductible you will have to pay a 

drug copay up to $4130. That’s 

when the “donut hole” would 

normally kick in but as of this 

year, your cost will only be 25% 

of the drug cost until you reach 

$6550 at which point your cost 

would drop to 5% of drug cost.  
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We warmly welcome Marisol Ramos to the NSC Research 

program as a research coordinator. Along with Juli Zabala 

we are currently enrolling in a number of exciting trials that 

hope to advance the field of cardiology and offer our patients 

early access to these breakthrough therapies!  

A reminder that through the patient portal you are able to 

review some of your test results and office notes. You can 

also make prescription and appointment requests. If your 

access has not been activated please contact our front desk 

for an invitation E-mail. 
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